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Abstract: Studying the folding kinetics of an RNA can provide insight into its function and is thus a
valuable method for RNA analyses. Computational approaches to the simulation of folding kinetics
suffer from the exponentially large folding space that needs to be evaluated. Here, we present a
new approach that combines structure abstraction with evolutionary conservation to restrict the
analysis to common parts of folding spaces of related RNAs. The resulting algorithm can recapitulate
the folding kinetics known for single RNAs and is able to analyse even long RNAs in reasonable
time. Our program RNALIHIKINETICS is the first algorithm for the simulation of consensus folding
kinetics and addresses a long-standing problem in a new and unique way.

Keywords: folding space; kinetics; position-specific abstraction; RNA; conservation

1. Introduction

The structure–function relationship is a generally accepted and often documented
property of RNAs, be it non-coding, messenger, ribosomal, transfer or other RNAs. Struc-
ture formation is driven by thermodynamics with the goal to minimise free energy, but it
is not guaranteed that thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. Biologically, this is not a
problem because evolution selects by function and not by structure, but computationally
this means that the biologically active structure is not the one we can predict by free energy
minimisation. Insight can be gained by studying the folding kinetics, which allows for
identifying comparably stable folding intermediates. Furthermore, in some cases, struc-
tural changes are essential for the function of an RNA. For example, a Riboswitch that
binds the ligand it senses changes the structure in its expression platform, leading either
to de- or increased expression of the downstream open reading frame (ORF). Similarly,
the structure needs to fold back into the initial conformation upon ligand release to ensure
correct function. These functionalities are encoded in the folding kinetics of the respective
RNAs and, thus, efficient tools for kinetic studies are of large interest. The major problem
in kinetic analyses is the extremely large state space, i.e., the enormous number of possible
foldings, and the even larger number of possible transition paths between these states.

For short RNAs, complete enumeration and simulation at elementary step resolution
is possible, although already computationally expensive. To study folding kinetics of longer
RNAs, we need to cut down the computational demands. For this, one can either reduce
the number of states and/or the number of transition paths under consideration. For the
first idea, several approaches have been proposed: The macrostate approach introduced
with TREEKIN [1] considers solely local minima, which can be computed by BARRIERS

efficiently, at least for an energy range above the mfe, and their transition states (saddle
points).

Another approach is to perform a stochastic simulation of folding trajectories. Starting
from an initial state, e.g., the open structure, base pairs are added and removed in a stochastic
fashion. Whether a transition to a candidate structure is performed or not depends on its
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free energy difference to the originating state. This approach is implemented in KINFOLD [2].
The main advantage is its speed and low memory footprint, but this is partly outweighed
by the need to calculate many hundreds or thousands of trajectories. This is the only way
to get an overview of kinetically preferred structures. This approach can also be used to
sample folding trajectories between two predefined structures, which is helpful especially for
long sequences.

Predicting folding trajectories between two predefined structures can also be done
heuristically. Here, the idea is to allow only those moves that add or remove base pairs that
are unique to either the start or end structure. One variant of this is the breadth-first-search
(BFS) heuristic introduced in [3], which evaluates all neighboring structures that can be
reached by adding or removing a non-shared base pair. From those, it keeps the k best and
continues until the target structure is reached. Although, to the best of our knowledge,
it has never been investigated thoroughly, this and related heuristics perform better the
more similar the structures are. For dissimilar structures, this means that the prediction by
these heuristics could be improved if reliable intermediate structures could be identified.
Of course, it is not trivial to define reliability in this sense and further more to efficiently
compute the reliable ones from the exponentially many intermediate structures.

One approach in this direction is shape abstraction [4], where structures are mapped to
abstract representations, the so-called shapes. This mapping can be interleaved with the free
energy optimisation, such that shapes, together with their representative structure, can be
computed efficiently. The initial shape abstraction did not distinguish between equal shapes
at different positions, e.g., a hairpin at the beginning or the end of an RNA. While this may
have benefits for some applications it is not ideal for the estimation of folding trajectories.
With RNAHELICES, a position-aware structure abstraction was introduced and later also
used to compute folding trajectories and to simulate folding kinetics. The corresponding
algorithm HIKINETICS [5] uses helix-index based abstraction to sample the structure space
and the BFS heuristic to compute folding trajectories between the sampled structures. More
specifically, the tool HIKINETICS decomposed the folding space into disjoint classes, so-
called hishapes, and calculated folding pathways between their representatives (the member
with minimum free energy in each hishape) using HIPATH2 to estimate energy barriers
between hishapes. The energy barriers are further fed into TREEKIN to derive transition
rates using Arrhenius’ equation.

Another problem in the simulation of folding kinetics is that the underlying thermo-
dynamic model uses simplifications and approximations, such that the predicted structures
might be reasonable under the model, but are unfavourable in nature. This is a general
problem in RNA structure analysis and a widely adopted approach is to include evolu-
tionary information, i.e., as in RNAALIFOLD [6,7], RNALISHAPES [8] and others. These
algorithms start from multiple sequence alignments and combine free energy minimisation
with the analysis of conservation and covariation of base pairs. This does not only improve
prediction accuracy, but additionally reduces the size of the near-optimal state space com-
pared to single sequence predictions. For the simulation of folding kinetics, the benefit is
that fewer potential folding pathways have to be considered.

In this contribution, we describe RNALIHIKINETICS, which merges abstraction based
simulation of folding kinetics with alignment based structure analysis. We briefly intro-
duce the conceptual approach and show applications in comparison to single sequence
based methods.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Implementing RNAliHeliCes

Bellmans GAP, a 2nd generation language and system for Algebraic Dynamic Pro-
gramming (ADP) [9], splits a DP algorithm into a grammar, describing the search space,
and several algebras for scoring, candidate representation and abstraction. This concept
makes it straightforward to design new algorithms by reusing grammars and algebras.
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Furthermore, Bellmans GAP supports single-track (e.g., a sequence) and multi-track (e.g.,
an alignment) input.

The grammar we use for RNALIHELICES is the same as that for RNALISHAPES [8],
and was originally described in [10]. It is also known as canonicals_nonamb in the Haskell
version of RNASHAPES, or MacroState in [11]. In general, in Bellmans GAP, each piece of
grammar can be applied to single-track or multi-track inputs without adaptations. How-
ever, syntactic filters, such as the basepairing filter described in the following, and algebra
need to be adapted to the respective data structure. In the case of RNA folding, it is
central to check that two bases (i, j) can form a valid base pair. For a single sequence
(i, j) ∈ {(A, U), (U, A), (G, C), (C, G), (G, U), (U, G)}must hold, but for an alignment, po-
sitions i and j refer to columns, which may additionally contain gaps, where base pairs are
not necessarily valid for all sequences. As already introduced in [8], we make use of a base
pairing filter that checks the fraction of valid base pairs and drops candidates that do not
meet a user-defined threshold, which is 0.5 by default.

Algebras for the pretty printing of structures in dot bracket notation and hishape
mapping were taken from RNAHELICES without modifications. In contrast, for the
calculation of free energies, some adaptations were necessary. We implemented the same
pseudo free energy scoring as in [7,8,12], which is a combination of mean free energy and a
covariation contribution as shown in Equation (1).

∆G#
i,j = ∆Gi,j + λ× Ci,j (1)

where ∆G#
i,j is the pseudo free energy, ∆Gi,j the mean free energy and Ci,j the covariance

score over all alignment columns at positions i and j. λ is a weighting factor to balance free
energy and covariance contribution. The covariance score Ci,j is calculated as

Ci,j = Vi,j − φ×Qi,j (2)

where Vi,j is a conservation score, Qi,j is a penalty, and φ a scaling factor. Vi,j and Qi,j are
computed as follows:

Vi,j =
1
M ∑

1≤k<l≤M

{
h(sk

i , sk
j ) + h(sl

i , sl
j) if (sk

i , sk
j ) ∈ BP and (sl

i , sl
j) ∈ BP

0 otherwise
(3)

Qi,j =
1
M

M

∑
k=1

{
0 if sk

i = sk
j = gap or (sk

i , sk
j ) ∈ BP

1 otherwise
(4)

where BP = {(A,U),(U,A),(G,C),(C,G),(G,U),(U,G)}, M is the number of sequences in the
alignment, and h(x, y) is the Hamming distance between bases x and y. sk

i is the ith base in
row k of the alignment.

2.2. Implementing RNAliHiPath

Computing potential folding pathways between consensus structures of aligned
sequences is the same as for single sequence structures because the used heuristics work
on the structure representation and use the sequence only for energy evaluation. As a
result, plugging in a function for evaluating the energy based on an alignment is sufficient
to adapt the algorithm. We used the function energy_of_alistruct() from the Vienna RNA
Package 2 for this purpose. The function performs the same computation as given by
Equation (1).

2.3. Implementing RNAliHiKinetics

The pipeline for kinetic folding simulation consists of three main steps: (1) generating
the best k hishreps from the folding space, (2) calculating transition rates between the
hishreps by calculating folding pathways, and (3) analyzing folding kinetics based on the
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transition rate matrix. Instead of using RNAHELICES and HIPATH2 in the first and second
step, in the new version, we use RNALIHELICES and RNALIHIPATH. In the third step,
the scripts of RNALIHIKINETICS simulate the structural dynamics in time.

2.4. Datasets

For the alignment of the Spliced Leader RNAs, we performed a BLASTN search with
the Leptomonas collosoma instance against the NCBI NT database using default parameter
settings. From the results, we selected the four sequences with the highest coverage and
aligned them with CLUSTALW2 [13]. The alignment of the Trp-Attenuator sequences,
tRNA_10 and the t-box leaders were taken from [8]. All alignments are available in the
below mentioned repositories.

2.5. Availability

The source code of the programs and the datasets used in this publication are available
at: https://github.com/Ibvt/RNAliHeliCes and https://github.com/Ibvt/RNAliHiKinetics.

3. Results
3.1. Algorithm for Simulating Folding Kinetics of Aligned RNAs

The basic idea of the algorithm is taken from HIKINETICS and adopted to work on
alignments of related RNAs. For this, we needed to develop an algorithm for the prediction
of hishapes for a set of aligned sequences and adopt the free energy evaluation of the folding
pathway heuristics to work on alignments. For the first, we essentially did the same as
described in Voß [8], but with the help of Bellmans GAP [14], which is a framework for
the development of dynamic programming algorithms. It offers support for alignments
as input, so that we only had to design an algebra for the combined free energy and
covariation (pseudo free energy) scoring. The resulting algorithm, called RNALIHELICES,
provides the same helix-center based abstraction levels as described in [15]. As a short
reminder, secondary structures consist of five loop types that are closed by helices, namely
hairpin, bulge, internal, stacking, and multiple loop. Thus, a helix can be of type hl, bl, il,
or ml. Please note that we do not consider stacking loops here because they only elongate
helices. We define the position of a helix by its innermost base pair (i, j), more precisely
by the central position of the helix, which is i+j

2 . Additionally, we mark the helix index
with m, b, or i for multiple, bulge, or internal loop, respectively. A mapping function π
now maps any secondary structure to a list of helix indices that is called helix index shape
(hishape). In [15], we defined four different levels of abstraction and their corresponding
mapping functions: πh retains only hairpin loop helices, πh+ additionally keeps track
of the nesting within multiloops, while πm and πa also keep track of multiloops and all
helices, respectively.

RNALIHELICES supports the same heuristic filtering options that were introduced
with RNAHELICES and we refer the user to the detailed description of these in [15].
Notwithstanding, we want to explicitly mention the (pseudo) free energy filter ‘-x e’, where
e defines the maximum (pseudo) free energy allowed for a substructure to be inserted in
the external loop. This filter resembles the intuition that a substructure in the external
loop with non-negative (pseudo) free energy (∆G ≥ 0) is unlikely to form and can thus be
excluded from the search space. Figure 1 shows the results of applying RNALIHELICES to
an alignment of five Spliced Leader (SL) RNAs from different Trypanosomes. It also shows
the effect of the pseudo free energy filter (here ‘-x 0’), which would remove the hishapes
marked with a ‘*’.

https://github.com/Ibvt/RNAliHeliCes
https://github.com/Ibvt/RNAliHiKinetics
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AACUAAAACAAUUUUUGAAGAACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGUAGAGACUUC #L. collosoma
AACUAAAACAAUUUUUGAAGAACAGUUUCUGUACUAUAUUGGUAUGUAGAGACUUC #T. sp. ECU-07
AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGA--UACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGAGAAGCUUC- #T. theileri Tthc41
AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGA--UACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGCAGCGCUUC- #T. sp. bat LL-2013
AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGA--UACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGCGAAGCUUC- #T. livingstonei
AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGA--UACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGCAGAGCUUC- #consensus
.......(((((((.(((..(((((...)))))..))).))))).))......... −4.38 [27]
..............................(((((.....)))))........... −2.38 [38]
....................(((((...)))))...(((....))).......... −1.54 [27,41.5]*
.......(((((((.(((.....(((......)))))).))))).))......... −1.46 [29.5]
((((...................))))...(((((.....)))))........... −0.84 [14,38]*
....................(((((...))))).....(((.....)))....... −0.70 [27,44]*
.....................((((...))))(((.....)))............. −0.42 [27,38]*
.......(((.............)))....(((((.....)))))........... −0.36 [17,38]*
................((.........)).(((((.....)))))........... −0.24 [23,38]*
.......(((((((.(((..(((((...)))))..))).))))).))((...)).. −0.24 [27,51]*
..............(((.....))).....(((((.....)))))........... −0.18 [20,38]*
........................................................ 0.00 [_]

Figure 1. Consensus hishapes for the alignment of five SL RNA sequences. Hishapes marked with
‘*’ would not show up when using the pseudo free energy filter ‘-x 0’, which does not allow
substructures with positive pseudo free energy in the external loop.

As an example, hishapes [38] and [14,38] differ by an additional helix with index 14,
which increases the pseudo free energy by 1.54.

The second part that had to be adapted to work on sets of aligned sequences is
HIPATH2, which computes folding pathways between two hishapes. For the new purpose,
scores for intermediate structures had to be computed based on the alignment and the
combined free energy and covariation scoring (pseduo free energy). Adapting the energy
evaulation to alignments was done with the help of functions from the Vienna RNA
package 2 [16], which is detailed in the Materials and Methods section.

3.2. Comparison of Simulated Kinetics for Aligned and Single Sequences

In order to validate that kinetic analyses for alignments are reasonable, we compared
the kinetics computed for a set of aligned sequences with their individual kinetic simu-
lations. To be able to do this, we have to consider that helix indices may be shifted in
the aligned sequences compared to the individual ones. This is a result of the alignment
procedure that may introduce gaps into the sequences. An example using Spliced Leader
(SL) RNA sequences from Leptomonas collosoma and (c) Trypanosoma theileri is shown in
Figure 2.

AACUAAAACAAUUUUUGAAGAACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGUAGAGACUUC L. collosoma
AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGAU--ACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGAGAAGCUUC- T. theileri
.......(((((((.(((...((((...))))...))).))))).))......... [27]

(a)

AACUAAAACAAUUUUUGAAGAACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGUAGAGACUUC L. collosoma
..((...((((((..(((((.((((...)))).)))))..))).)))..))..... [27]

(b)

AACUAACGCUAUUAUUGAUACAGUUUCUGUACUUCAUUGGUAUGAGAAGCUUC T. theileri
......((.(((((.((((((((...)))))..))).)))))))......... [25]

(c)

Figure 2. Helix index shift in (a) aligned sequences compared to individual sequences of the SL
RNAs from (b) L. collosoma and (c) T. theileri.

Here, the hishape [27] for the aligned SL RNA sequences corresponds to hishape [27] in
L. collosoma and hishape [25] in T. theileri.

The SL RNA from L. collosoma is considered a conformational switch and the kinetics
of the switching have been addressed earlier [17]. For our comparison, we collected four
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homologs of the L. collosoma SL RNA via BLASTn searches, aligned them and grouped the
consensus and individual hishapes according to Table 1, which also gives the species names
of the collected SL RNAs.

Table 1. Hishape groups of Spliced Leader RNAs from five different species, namely (1) Leptomonas
collosoma (2) Trypanosomatidae sp. ECU-07 (3) Trypanosoma theileri isolate Tthc41 clone 5 (4) Trypanosoma
sp. bat LL-2013 isolate TCC60 clone 1 and (5) Trypanosoma livingstonei isolate TCC1933 clone 2.

Group Name 1 2 3 4 5

A [38] [38] [36] [36] [36]
B [27] [25] [25] [25]
C [13,38] [13,38] [15,36] [15,36] [15,36]
D [10.5,38] [10.5,38]
E [27.5] [27.5]

We used RNAHIKINETICS to simulate the folding kinetics of the individual sequences
(Figure 3a–e) and RNALIHIKINETICS for the multiple alignment (Figure 3f).

Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 5 1 10⨉ 6

(a)

Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 5 1 10⨉ 6

(b)

Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 5 1 10⨉ 6

(c)

Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 5 1 10⨉ 6

(d)

Figure 3. Cont.
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Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 5 1 10⨉ 6

(e)

Arbitrary units
1 10⨉ −5 1 10⨉ −4 1 10⨉ −3 1 10⨉ −2 1 10⨉ −1 1 1 10⨉ 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 3

(f)

Figure 3. Folding kinetics of (a) Leptomonas collosoma spliced leader RNA gene repeat unit; (b) Trypanosomatidae sp. ECU-07
trans-spliced leader sequence SL gene; (c) Trypanosoma theileri isolate Tthc41 clone 5 trans-spliced leader; (d) Trypanosoma sp.
bat LL-2013 isolate TCC60 clone 1 trans-spliced leader; (e) Trypanosoma livingstonei isolate TCC1933 clone 2 trans-spliced
leader; (f) consensus folding space calculated with RNALIHIKINETICS based on sequences; (a–e) above. The sequences
(b–e) were collected by a BLASTN search against the nt database with default settings and sequence (a) as query.

The simulated folding kinetics for the L. collosoma SL RNA shown in Figure 3a nicely
meet the expectations for a sequence with two similarly stable foldings and are in line with
results from more fine-grained simulation methods as we have shown in [5]. In the overall
view, it can be seen that all folding kinetics are dominated by either the A (red line) or the
B (blue dotted line) group except those of the SL RNA from Trypanosomatidae sp. ECU-07
shown in Figure 3b, which lacks a hishape of the B group as can be already seen in Table 1.
In the remaining four individual folding kinetics (a,c,d,e), the A and the B group occur
with a substantial share in at least one time point. Interestingly, there is no single group
that dominates in all sequences. While in (c), the A group is more abundant than the B
group, in (d) and (e), it is the other way around. This may simply reflect the fact that not
the thermodynamically stable structure is functionally important, but rather the flexibility
to attain different conformations. The consensus kinetics shown in Figure 3f clearly show
the same characteristics as the individual simulations.

3.3. Simulated Folding Kinetics for the trp-Attenuator

Attenuation is a well-known regulatory mechanism found in several bacterial operons
coding for amino-acid-synthesis genes. It is based on an element of a leader sequence that
comprises a termination hairpin and a cluster of codons for the respective amino-acid. If the
level of the amino acid is high, ribosomes can quickly pass this cluster and the terminator
hairpin persists, resulting in transcriptional termination. On the other hand, if amino
acid levels are low, the ribosome pauses at the codon cluster. This allows the mRNA to
refold, whereby the terminator hairpin is destroyed and transcription can proceed into
the structural genes. This mode of regulation is best studied in Escherichia coli, but many
other bacteria share this feature. In order to find out if we can detect a signal of this
refolding mechanism with the simulation of folding kinetics for aligned RNAs, we took
the trp-Attenuator alignment from [8] and computed the consensus folding kinetics.

The first two hishapes ([18,93] and [55.5]) computed by RNALIHELICES agree with
two experimentally verified consensus structures (see Figure 4).
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$RNAliHeliCes -f trp_attenuator.aln -k 20 -t 4 -x0 -p
8 sequences; length of alignment 117.
UGGUGGUGGACCGCUCAUCCGGCGGCCCA-------------CUGACUGCGCGU-ACGCA--------AGACUU---CGCGAAGGCCGCCCGAGGGGCGGCCUUUCGUGUUUCCG-- #gi|57833846_c7322390-7322301
UGGUGGUGGACCGCUCACCCGGCGGCCCA-------------CUGACUGCGCGCGACUCA--------AGACU----CGCGAAGGCCGCCCGAGGGGCGGCCUUCGGUGUUUUCG-- #gi|32141095_2276564-2276653
UGGUGGUGGACCGCUCACCCGGCGGCCCA-------------CUGAUCGCGCGU-ACACG--------GAUCACA--CGCACAGGCCGCCCGAGGGGCGGCCUUUCUCG-------- #gi|2318111_117-201%
---UGGUGGGCCGCCUGAC-GGCGGCCGU-------------ACACACGUAUGU-ACUCA--------A----------CGGCCGCCGCCUCGGCGGCCGUUCUCGUUUCUCCCUC- #gi|57833846_c5758620-5758541
UGGUGGUGGCGCGCUAGAUAAGCGGGCCCACGGAUCACCAAGUUGUUUUCACACUGAAGA---UUUCAAGGCUCGUGUACUUCGUUCGACGAAGCAGCGGGCCUUUU-GUGGUUCA- #gi|25026556_3052654-3052765
UGGUGGUGGCGCGCUAACUAAGCGAGCCU--GACACCUCAAGUUGUUUUCACUUUGAUGAAUUUUUUAAGGCUCGU--ACUUCGUUCGACGAAGAAGCGGGCCUUUU-GUGGUUUUU #gi|62388892_3206492-3206603
UGGUGGUGGCGCGCUUAACC-GCGGGCCG-----UUUUCA---CGCAUUCAUUUCAACA----------GGCUCG----CCUUGUCCAAC-AAGCAGCGGGCCUUUUUGUUAGCC-- #gi|38232642_2456529-2456629
UUCUGGUGGCGCGCCUAGCAGGCGGGCCC------CUUUUGUGUGAGCAUUCACCACACA--------ACUUUUGGAAACACAAGCCCGCGUAUC-GCGGGCUUUUUCGUAUAU--- #gi|38232642_2465001-2465099
UGGUGGUGGCCCGCUCAACCGGCGGCCCA_____________CUGAUUGCACGU_ACACA________AGGCUCG__CACGUAGGCCGCCCAAGCGGCGGGCCUUUUUGUUUUCC__ #consensus
.......(((.((((.....)))).))).......................................................(((((.........)))))............... −14.01 [18,93]
.......(((.((((.......(((((........................................................))))).......)))).))).............. −12.76 [55.5]
.......(((.((((.......(((((.................((((....................))))...........))))).......)))).))).............. −12.25 [58.5]
.......(((.((((.....)))).)))...............................................................((((.....))))............. −10.42 [18,98]
.......(((.((((.......(((((.................(((((.........)).........)))...........))))).......)))).))).............. −10.31 [54]
.......(((.((((.......(((((................((..................................))..))))).......)))).))).............. −10.04 [62.5]
.......(((.((((.......(((((................((......))..............................))))).......)))).))).............. −9.88 [48.5]
.......(((.((((.....)))).)))......................................................................................... −9.66 [18]
.......(((.((((.......(((((...............((........................)).............))))).......)))).))).............. −9.00 [56.5]
.......(((.((((.......(((((................((............................))........))))).......)))).))).............. −8.32 [59.5]
....((((...)))).......(((((........................................................)))))...((((.....))))............. −5.77 [10,55.5,98]
....((((...))))....................................................................(((((.........)))))............... −5.76 [10,93]
....((.(((.((((.......(((((....((................................))................))))).......)))).))).))........... −5.29 [49.5]
....((((...)))).......(((((.................((((....................))))...........)))))...((((.....))))............. −5.26 [10,58.5,98]
....((.(((.((((.......(((((....((...............................)).................))))).......)))).))).))........... −5.12 [49]
....((((...)))).......(((((........................................................)))))............................. −5.02 [10,55.5]
.((((......)))).......(((((........................................................)))))...((((.....))))............. −4.61 [8.5,55.5,98]
.((((......))))....................................................................(((((.........)))))............... −4.60 [8.5,93]
....((((...)))).......(((((.................((((....................))))...........)))))............................. −4.51 [10,58.5]
.((((......)))).......(((((.................((((....................))))...........)))))...((((.....))))............. −4.10 [8.5,58.5,98]

Figure 4. The first 20 hishapes of the trp-attenuator [18–20]. Following the alignment, hishape representative structures
(hishreps) are shown with their pseudo free energy (in kcal/mol) and the corresponding hishape.

Since the bases which form the two stem-loops (red and blue) in the first consensus
structure overlap the ones forming the single stem-loop (violet) in the second consensus
structure, the two structures are mutually exclusive. Another interesting finding is that
the third hishrep in comparison to the second has an additional stem loop centered at
position 58.5, but scores worse, which is likely the result of less conservation. Due to
this, we assume that the hishapes [55.5] and [58.5] are functionally similar and we group
them for the upcoming interpretation. Figure 5 shows the results of the kinetic simulation
with RNALIHIKINETICS. The functionally similar hishapes [55.5] and [58.5] come up quite
early together with the possible transition hishapes [18,98], [10,55.5,98], and [10,93], which
represent alternative refolding pathways to hishape [18,93]. The latter dominates only late
in the course of the simulation.

1 10⨉ −2 1 1 10⨉ 2 1 10⨉ 4 1 10⨉ 6 1 10⨉ 8

Figure 5. Folding kinetics of the trp-attenuator alignment simulated with RNALIHIKINETICS. The simulation was based on
all strictly negative πh hishapes plus the open chain ([_]), which was used as the starting structure for this simulation.
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3.4. Runtime

In order to analyse the runtime of RNALIHIKINETICS, we collected nine alignments of
different RNA families with lengths ranging from 56 to 304 nucleotides and simulated fold-
ing kinetics based on the top 100 consensus hishapes. The results are summarized in Figure 6
and nicely show that the consensus approach of RNALIHIKINETICS (RNALIHELICES

+ RNALIHIPATH) improves efficiency by up to two orders of magnitude compared to
RNAHIKINETICS (RNAHELICES + HIPATH2). It is important to note that, for the sin-
gle sequence approach of RNAHiKinetics, most computations had to be restricted to the
100 best hishapes (marked with ’*’ in Figure 6) to achieve acceptable runtime.

The main part of the improvement is in RNALIHELICES, which is not unexpected
because the pathway computation is essentially identical for HIPATH2 and RNALIHIPATH.

The results also show that the runtime depends on the alignment length, which is
expected, but also that it correlates negatively with the mean pairwise identity. This is also
not unexpected because the mean pairwise identity impacts the base-pairing possibilities.
The less conserved the sequences are, the less base pairs are possible, which results in
smaller numbers of secondary structures or, in our case, hishapes that have to be evaluated.
A similar behaviour is to be expected for the memory consumption.

Figure 6. Runtime comparison of RNALIHIKINETICS (RNALIHELICES + RNALIHIPATH) and RNAHIKINETICS

(RNAHELICES + HIPATH2). Run times were measured on a 176x Intelr Xeonr Gold 6152 CPU @ 2.10 GHz machine
with 768 GB RAM under openSUSE 15.1 (x86_64). For the examples marked with ‘◦’, only the first 10,000 hishapes in
RNAHELICES, for the ones marked with ‘*’, only the pathways between the first 100 hishapes in RNALIHIPATH, and for the
ones marked with ‘†’, only the pathways between the first 100 hishapes in HIPATH2 were calculated. The numbers below the
names refer to the length and the mean pairwise identity of the alignments, respectively.
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4. Discussion

Here, we present RNALIHELICES, RNALIHIPATH and RNALIHIKINETICS, a suite of
algorithms for the analysis of conserved secondary structures and their folding kinetics. It
is based on a position-aware structure abstraction and uses a combined free energy and
covariation scoring based on alignments. The key benefit of this is that the incorporation
of information from evolutionary conservation improves the accuracy, while in parallel
it dramatically reduces the search space. As a result, the runtime is reduced to up to two
orders of magnitude, which makes it possible to study the folding kinetics of long RNAs
(>250 nt). On the other hand, large scale simulations of short or medium-sized RNAs
become possible.

The validity of the approach is demonstrated by the fact that, for the set of Spliced
Leader RNAs, the consensus folding kinetics nicely reflect the bistable character of these
RNAs, while it is also similar to the simulated kinetics of the experimentally best studied
instance from L. collosoma. Nevertheless, the alignment quality and the weighting of the
covariance score in computing pseudo free energies may have a significant impact on
the simulation results. The latter will especially be the subject to further investigations.
Here, we want to emphasize that a benchmarking data set is urgently needed to perform a
thorough assessment of the performance.

Furthermore, in the current setting, we use the hishape representative structures and
their pseudo free energies to simulate folding kinetics. By this, we totally neglect the size of
the hishape class, which likely has an impact on the kinetics because the larger the class, the
more alternative folding pathways are possible. A possible solution to this is to use hishape
ensemble pseudo free energies computed via a partition function approach. A method that
could also be used to improve the simulation accuracy of RNAHiKinetics.

In its current form, RNAliHiKinetics simulates folding kinetics of full-length se-
quences, which is not always the most realistic scenario. Especially in bacteria, the growing
transcript starts to fold before it is fully transcribed, so-called co-transcriptional folding.
Here, stable folding intermediates of subsequences can govern the folding process, such
that the actually occurring folding trajectories are significantly altered. Modeling this mode
of action would require to keep track of the sequence span covered by individual hishapes
and a time-dependent span extension during the simulation, which would sequentially
add accessible hishapes to the simulation.

Essentially, RNALIHIKINETICS is based on the hypothesis that a superimposed fold-
ing space exists among the homologous RNAs. Similar to the prediction of RNA secondary
structure using comparative information, the superimposition of folding spaces can be
approached in three different ways. First, one can align homologous RNA sequences and
then construct the consensus folding space based on this multiple sequence alignment.
We call this “Plan A“ in analogy to consensus structure prediction schemes introduced by
Gardner and Giegerich [21]. Accordingly, the reverse approach to first construct individ-
ual folding spaces and then “align“ them, is called “Plan C“, and “Plan B“ would be to
simultaneously align and construct the folding spaces. With respect to this, RNALIHIKI-
NETICS implements Plan A. In Plan C, the most difficult step is the alignment of folding
spaces, which are high-dimensional and, thus, no common alignment algorithm can be
used. At first glance, Plan C might sound the most complicated, but this is essentially a
version of the Sankoff algorithm [22] for simultaneous alignment and folding, extended by
a non-ambiguous, suboptimal backtracking procedure. Keeping in mind that variants of
this algorithm are available for many years and that computational power has dramatically
increased since the proposal of the algorithm, it does not seem unrealistic to implement
such an algorithm. Combined with abstraction and dedicated filtering methods, it might
also be possible to achieve an acceptable runtime and memory footprint.
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